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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator creates a catalog named "DemoCat" containing
vApps and media.Administrators in a separate instance of vCloud
Director need access to the catalog objects, including changes.
Which feature will allow the remote administrators to subscribe
to the DemoCat catalog?
A. Object Taxonomy
B. External Publishing
C. Catalog Sharing
D. Content Endpoints
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A developer identifies the following triggers on the Expense_c
object:
* DeleteExpense,
* applyDefaultstoexpense
* validateexpenseupdate;
The triggers process before delete, before insert, and before
update events respectively.
Which two techniques should the developer implement to ensure
trigger best practice are followed?
A. Create helper classes to execute the appropriate logic when
a record is saved. (Missed)
B. Unify the before insert and before update triggers and use
Process Builder for the delete action.

C. Unify all three triggers in a single trigger on the
Expense__c object that includes all events.
D. Maintain all three triggers on the Expense__c object, but
move the Apex logic out for the trigger definition.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How do HP workstations improve auser'sreturn on investment?
A. Providing the lowest possible purchase price
B. Incorporating high reliability components
C. Installing 32-bit operating system
D. Having a selection of form factors
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
http://h10010.www1.hp.com/wwpc/pscmisc/vac/us/product_pdfs/Mult
i-Processor_WhitePaper_090611.pdf
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